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BOOK SHAPED TRAP 

The book shaped trap is an alternative user-friendly control 
Simple to use with excellent results.

TRAMPA LIBRO
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BOOK SHAPED TRAP / TRAMPA LIBRO
The book shaped trap is the best pro-environmental alternative for rodent control - with multiple 
uses and with excellent results. His thick layer of adhesive and natural attractant allows capture 
medium and large rodents.

The rigid and reinforced structure prevents the trap being moved by the rodent.

Exclusive formulation 
Its unique formulation allows this trap remains 
active between 30-90 days according to the 
environmental characteristics of treatment site.

Designed to capture, remove and monitor 
rodents in places where chemical control is 
prohibited or restricted or parallel to rodenticides 
control.

It is recommended to check the adhesiveness in 
places with large amount of pollutants in the air 
that can form a layer that prevents or decreases 
the catch.

Precautions
Keep out of reach of children and animals. 
Accidental contact with the adhesive, 
use oil to remove it from the skin.

To easily clean the fl oors or other surfaces 
using paint removers (thinner or turpentine). 

Do not expose to high temperatures or 
heat sources.

Alcochem Hygiene • South America - +5 695 667 5796 • Europe - +31 33 299 4139

3.  In the case of contact with 
the traps, remove glue with 
vegetable oil followed by 
washing with warm water.

1. Place the trap in closed position in the right environment.

2.  Open the trap on the frontside   
into a L shape.

Avoid the following:

 Children Pets Birds

 Rain Sun Dirt

Avoid exposure to children, pets and other 
animals or birds.

Specifi cations: 

name Trap for Rodents  

application monitoring and capturing rodents

material rigid cardboard and pro-environmental resistant 

characteristics ultra strong glue, stable in a wide range of   
  temperature and humidity conditions

method of set-up fl at or folded - on the fl oor
specifi c instructions WARNING: strong glue - keep away from 
  children and animals 
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